QUO VADIS: DIGITAL MAPPING AND MEDIEVAL STUDIES TODAY

SPONSORED BY DIGITAL MEDIEVAリスト & THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY STANDING COMMITTEE ON MEDIEVAL STUDIES

October 6, 2022
12:00-14:30 EDT
On Zoom

Featuring:
- Carrie Beneš (New College Florida)
- Catherine Clarke (IHR London)
- Helen Davies (Univ. of Colorado- Colorado Springs)
- Martin Foys (Univ. of Wisconsin)
- John Wyatt Greenlee (Cornell) Univ
- Keith Lilley (Queens Univ. Belfast)
- Laura Morreale (Digital Medievalist)
- Jesse Torgerson (Wesleyan Univ.)
- David Joseph Wrislely (NYU Abu Dhabi)

Register now at https://tinyurl.com/2p9y9ez5

Whether scholars are annotating restored images of medieval maps or plotting data on modern cartographic platforms, the challenges they face in representing medieval spatial data remain largely unanswered. In this two-part event, participants will discuss what has already been accomplished with online medieval maps and mapping projects, and identify the larger questions concerning this genre of digital scholarship.